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The entrusted task of the MPQ Laser-Plasma-Group is to maintain an independent critical evalua-
tion capability on energy oriented ICF in the context of the IPP-EURATOM Association. The ex-
perimental activities to be reported were carried out with the iodine laser facility ASTERIX
emitting long pulses of 450-ps duration and energies of up 1 KJ at wavelengths of either 1312 or
438 nm and the titaniunv.sapphire ATLAS facility delivering short pulses of 150-fs duration and
200-mJ energy at 790 nm. The theoretical activities include analytical studies as well as code de-
velopment and numerical simulations.
The dominant energy transport mechanism in the hot dense plasma encountered in indirectly driv-
en fusion targets is through radiation. Modeling of such plasmas strongly relies on radiative opac-
ities. Since their theoretical calculation is rather complex and involves numerous approximations,
clean measurements at a well defined temperature and density values are needed for comparison.
Using intense thermal x-rays emitted from an ASTERIX driven hohlraum, uniform volume heating
of thin sample foils to temperatures of up to 30 eV and densities of about 10 mg/cm3 becomes
possible. The opacity is obtained from the transmission spectrum of an x-ray probe source through
the heated foil. We performed such measurements for aluminum, iron, and holmium in the wave-
length range from 70 to 280 eV and, in addition, for aluminum at 1.5 KeV (K-shell) and samarium
at 1.1 KeV (M-shell) [1]. Conclusions inferred from a comparison to code predictions are dis-
cussed.
Shock waves provide important information on the conditions in the interior of laser heated hohl-
raums as to pressure, uniformity of energy deposition, and equation-of-state (EOS) of fusion-rele-
vant materials. Our recent investigations concern EOS measurements of copper and gold in the
multi-ten Mbar range as well as brightness temperature determination by simultaneously recording
the reflectivity and absolute emission of the shock front when breaking through the rear side of a
sample [2].

Fast ignition, a scheme with external heating and ignition of a pre-compressed core by a short laser
pulse, is being considered as an alternative to the central hot spot Diesel-like spark ignition. This
concept has become attractive owing to the rapid progress in short pulse, high-power solid state
lasers based on the so-called chirped-pulse amplification technique. Still at its infancy, the fast-ig-
nitor scheme needs dedicated research to prove its feasibility. In this context, the propagation of
an high-intensity pulse through an underdense plasma and the properties of the overdense plasma
where the hole boring pulse is finally stopped are major topics.
When a intense short pulse propagates through an underdense plasma, beam spreading due to dif-
fraction can be counteracted by relativistic self-focusing (RSF) if the pulse power exceeds a thresh-
old value. Many theoretical and experimental papers have addressed this problem using low-
density gas targets. Our investigations employing ATLAS pulses concern the onset of RSF in high-
density gas-puff targets [3]. In hydrogen at an electron density in excess of 10 c m , we could
demonstrate the onset of beam channeling at the critical power for RSF (see Fig. 1 ).
At laser powers far above this level, additional factors come into play such as self-generated mag-
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netic fields and the occurrence of fast electrons accelerated in the laser pulse direction to energies
of up to a few MeV. We obtained information on the number of electrons produced per shot and
their energy spectrum by measuring the bremsstrahlung the fast electrons generate when they pen-
etrate into a solid. A comparison of this gamma-spectrum to predictions of the Monte-Carlo code
GEANT whose input data were provided by 3D PIC simulations carried out at MPQ yields an an-
gle-resolved energy spectrum for the fast electrons [4, 5].
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Fig. 1 : Time-resolved shadowgrams showing the pulse propagation through (a) a nitrogen and (b) an hydrogen gas jet
at about equal values of the electron density. Nitrogen is not fully ionized. The degree of ionization is highest on axis
and decreases radially outwards. The associated refractive index profile defocuses the pulse upon propagation. Since
hydrogen has only one electron it is fully ionized so that this effect plays no role. The laser power is just strong enough
that RSF can balance diffraction.

Important features of the plasma in the overdense region close to the core are its temperature, elec-
tron density, and scale-length. This hot dense plasma can be experimentally simulated by irradiat-
ing a solid surface with an ultrashort high-intensity laser pulse of high-contrast ratio. By modeling
the measured K-shell x-ray line radiation coming from the heated surface its temperature and elec-
tron density can be inferred. In addition, harmonics of the fundamental laser frequency also emitted
from the surface provide information on the plasma scale-length. Both diagnostic tools are exten-
sively being investigated by us, both experimentally and theoretically [6,7].
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